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A value proposition is the strategic framework for a brand just like a
blueprint is the architectural logic for a skyscraper. No blueprint? … no
building. No value proposition? … no brand. It's just that simple.
Great brands come from strong, credible and 100% authentic value propositions.

Say Hello to "Kwench!"
Take the case of "Kwench!" (pictured above), a new tropical fruit beverage boasting that your
"thirst buds" will have an experience like no other. Sadly, there are several problems with
Kwench! and you are strongly discouraged from buying stock in the company just yet.
The biggest problem is that Kwench! doesn't exist. It never did. It's a fictitious product
bearing a "twisted English" name, a not-too-genuine logo, an intriguing (though not very
compelling) tagline, and some imaginative flavors available in an 8 oz glass bottle with a
screw-top cap.
But that's ALL it is. Other than a vague reference to some kind of thirst thrill, there is very
little of value being communicated to the drinking consumer (like being sugar-free, caffeinefree, low-sodium, available everywhere, rich in electrolytes, etc.). There's also nothing to
communicate any semblance of being unique in the beverage marketplace.

If a consumer saw this ad, it's unlikely he or she would be motivated to purchase Kwench!
purely based on a curiosity about "thirst buds."

So Why Did "Kwench!" Fail?
Logically, a product that never existed cannot have failed. But that's OK because there was
never any intent to make this refreshment a viable contender in the real-world beverage
marketplace.
In theory, if someone ever decided that the concept of Kwench! had legs, then he or she would
need to convince a sufficient number of stakeholders that the commercial benefit of this
product significantly outweighed the costs to develop and produce it.
Real brands — whether they are product, service, corporate or personal — are derived from a
thorough analysis of their targeted value in the real world. And that is precisely the role of the
value proposition.
Without a value proposition capturing compelling benefits and strategic differentiators, these
so-called "brands" are little more than a novelty … just like Kwench!

What Exactly IS a Value Proposition?
In its simplest possible form, a value proposition answers
this fundamental question: "If I am your ideal customer,
why should I buy from you as opposed to any of your
competitors?"
Value propositions make the case for you being the best
solution to your customer's most pressing problem. It
makes this case by informing prospects what you do, how
they will benefit, and what special qualities or attributes
set you apart from anyone else with similar offerings.
The best value propositions are initially documented and passed through several stages of
edits and iterations to capture the most expressive yet concise language possible. Command
of language is important because many of the key phrases, buzzwords, idioms, jargon, and
slogans may end up on the fast track to brand messaging.

The Value Proposition in Context
Before setting out to develop a value proposition, it's important to understand it in the context
of other strategic business functions. In the grand sweep of business, there is a progression of
functional events (shown below) that captures commerce all the way from generating an
initial idea (based on your interests and passions) to receiving income from the sale of your
product or service.

In the quick-and-easy environment of 21st century business, many startup businesses find the
temptation to dive right into aggressive marketing very appealing. They already have their
terrific ideas ("inputs to value proposition") but they are either unaware of the importance of
value propositions and branding prior to marketing … or else they feel comfortable rolling
the dice that their customer-perceived value will be "discovered" through brute-force
marketing alone … and in the process, keeping their costs down, too.
Tragically, many of these otherwise bright entrepreneurs end up warming the chairs at
networking meetings in a desperate scramble to acquire contacts as bedrock business logic
finally takes hold inside their heads, forcing them to realize that shortcuts inevitably come
with trap doors. How can you possibly produce top-quality marketing if you haven't first
made the investment needed to ferret out and articulate the brand message which uniquely
and memorably captures your business value?
And how can you put a new brand out into the marketplace until you've first established that
your offerings (products, services) are viable, have a target market, produce high-impact
solutions, and can be readily distinguished from competitors?

Value Propositions Rest on Your Passions and Tee Up Your Branding
In the diagram below, note that "Step 1" is labeled "Inputs to Your Value Proposition" (things
like personality, preferences, values, interests, talents, etc…). For you to be truly successful in
business, there has to be at least some minimal alignment of your interests, passions, and
talents with the kind of work you want to do and from which you hope to derive income.
Recognizing your natural interests and linking them to products or services that are in
demand positions you as a business force with which your competitors must now contend.
Note: This diagram only shows the Value Proposition and the detailed breakout of the branding
process (which includes 4 stages); it does not include marketing functions.

The Ultimate Goal of Any Value Proposition
Very few words are needed here … just study the graphic below (graciously provided by Brad
VanAuken from Branding Strategy Insider) for a minute or so. Once you "get" the graphic, you
will automatically "get" the need — and purpose — for the value proposition.

Resources
An Excellent Template for a Value Proposition
You can download a very reliable value proposition template below. It was developed by
Jean-Claude Ballande, Ph.D., a Canadian marketing expert (now deceased). It contains ten key
points that Dr. Ballande believed had to be captured before a brand could be built from it.
Please note that Points 5 (Benefits) and 9 (Advantages / Differentiators) merit special
attention; you will see why when you read their descriptors.
Download the "Long Form" Template Here

Short-Form Value Proposition

A "short form" value proposition looks like a highly compressed version of the long-form version:
As a result of my (offerings),
customers (profile)
who are facing (compelling reason to act)
will (do, experience)
for (investment cost)
and enjoy (benefits, return) within or by (time).
Compared to (alternatives) the advantages of using our offerings are (advantages).
To improve the experience for all users, customers will (engagement).
Say it aloud, keep trimming it down to its conversational basics, repeat it often enough, develop the
right cadence and vocal dynamics, and you have the first draft of an elevator pitch!

Illustrative Marketing / Branding / Advertising (by Chip Hartman)

See additional examples of "Kwench!"-like products and services (used to give my marketing clients
some ideas about how to create visual messaging) here:
Illustrative Marketing / Branding / Advertising Slide Deck (hover over controls to activate them)

